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: TENNECSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY '

6N 38A Lookout Place
1101 Market Street

Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402-2801

. June 1, 1990

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

n'A - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PIANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO. 50-260 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/90003

The enclosed report providos details concerning an unplanned engineered safety
feature actuation caused by a personnel error. This report is submitted in

accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv).

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ,.

.. : t ? n /

hbf b
R. Bynum

V de President
N clear Power Production

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Office of Inspection and Eaforcement
| Region'II
| 101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900

Atlanta, Georgia 30323

INPO Records Center
| Suite 1500

1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

I__________._____________._.__._
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i t!CENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUPSER (2) |_ PAGE (3) _
. _(Ltnyns Ferry _ Unit 2 1015|010101216|01110Fl0.13-
TITLE (4)

Unclanned En91ntngt iafety Features Actuation Cangd bv__PersDnDel Error
EVENT DAY (5) | LER NUteER (6) | REPORT DATE (7) | OTHER FACILITIES ItNQLVED (8)

| | | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER(S)

MONTHl DAY | YEAR llEAR I I NUteER l I NytgER-|MONTHl DAY lYEAR I B ny_ns. Ferry Unit 1 10!$|0101012]ilti

i I I l_I l_I I I I I I
0 15 10 12 19 10 19 10 l 10l0{3| |0 l 0 1 01610 1119 1 01 Browns Ferry Unit 3 10|51Algj0121916_

.'

OPERATING | |THISREPORTISSUBMITTEDPURSUANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CFR5:
MODE | |_ (Check one or more of the_followino)(II)
(9) IN l |20.402(b) |_|20.405(c) |l|50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_|73.71(b) :

POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|50.36(c)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(v) |_|73.71(c) |

LEVEL | |_|20.405(a)(1)(li) |_|50.36(c)(2) |__|50.73(a)(2)(vil) |_|0THER(Specifyin I
(10) 10_{Q_{fLl_|20.405(a)(1)(iii)|_|50.73(a)(2)(i) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A)| Abstract below and in ;

|_|20.405(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(ii) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vill)(B)| Text, NRC Form 366A)
I 120dQ11g)(1)(v) I 150.73(a)(2)(lii) l 1504131a)(2)(x) I

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THISJER (12)

| NAME | TEtEPHONE NUtEER
| |AREACODE|

G. M. Morriton. Comoltance 1,11ensino |210|5l712|9|-|210|710
COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPQt(ENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)

| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |

QUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT IMAP{QFACTURERl TO NPRDS I |CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT |MANUFACTURERl TO NPRDS |

| | | | 1 I I I I I I
I I I | | | 1 1 I l I ! ! I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I

l_1 I l l I I I l I I I I ! | 1 I I I I I I I I I

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) | EXPECTED |MONTHIDAYlYEAR
__ |_. | SUBMISSION | | |

| YES (If ves. complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) I X | NO | DATF (15) l l l l l l

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)
On May 2, 1990 at 0012 hours, an unplanned Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
actuation was initiated. The actuation occurred when a crew pulled the power supply ,

fuse to a Unit 2 main steam line radiation monitor. The fuse was pulled in
accordance with an electrical clearance supporting a modification to the radiation
monitor. The fuse also provided power to the Unit 2 reactor zone and refuel zone
ventilation radiation monitors and the Unit 2 off gas carbon vault radiation
monitor. When these monitors were de-energized the Unit 2 Reactor Zone and all
three unit's Refuel Zone Ventilation Systems were automatically shut down and the
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREV) automatically started.

The root cause of the event was personnel error. Operations personnel responsible
for the preparation of the clearance failed to perform an adequate review of the
clearance request prior to its implementation.

'Immediate corrective action was taken to replace the fuse and to terminate the ESF
ac tua tion ~. The Reactor and Refuel Zone Ventilation Systems were returned to service
and CREV returned to standby readiness. Additional corrective action will include a
review of this event by all operations personnel. Appropriate personnel corrective
actions have been taken by plant management. The operations personnel involved in
the event have been disciplined. One individual received a written warning. A
second individual has been relieved of his operations duties and has been issued a
notice of termination.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2) I LER HUMBER (6) l | PAGE (3)

| | | |$EQUENTIAL-| jREVISION| | | | |
Browns Ferry Unit 2 | lYEARI | NUPBER I I NUPSER l | | | |

1Q11{D19.1912 16 10 19_j0 1 1 0 1 0 1 3 l-l 0 1 0 10.12_lDilD_L3.
TEXT (if more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

Description of Event

,

On May 2, 1990 at 0012 hours, an unplanned Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
actuation (JE] occurred when a power supply fuse to a Unit 2 main steam line
radiation monitor was removed by an assistant unit operator (AUO). The correct
fuse was removed in accordance with an electrical clearance required to support
the replacement of a main steam line radiation monitor. When the fuse was
removed, downscale indications on the main steam line, reactor zone ventilation,
and refuel zone radiation monitors resulted in a Unit 2 reactor zone isolation
and a Unit 1. Unit 2, and Unit 3 refuel zone isolation. The isolations on the

reactor and refuel zones resulted in an automatic start of the CREV [VI).
i

When the ESF actuation occurred, the easistant shift operations supervisor
](ASOS) instructed the AU0s to halt work and investigate the event. After

| verifying the correct fuse had been removed and that the fuse was the source of. I
the ESF actuation, the ASOS instructed the work control AU0s to reinstall the
fuse. After the fuse was replaced, the unit operator returned the reactor and
refuel zone ventilation systems to service and returned the CREV to standby
readiness.

,

All three units were shut down and defueled at the time of this event. No fuel
handling or operations over spent fuel were in progress during this event. The
unplanned actuations of the ESF systems are reportable in accordance with
10 CFR 59.73(a)(2)(iv).,

!

Cana.c of Event

The root cause of this event was personnel error. Operations personnel
,

! responsible for the preparation of the clearance failed to perform an adequate
review of the clearance request prior to its implementation

Annivsis of Event
|

| The event resulted in the temporary isolation of the Unit 2 reactor zone and
' Units 1, 2, and 3 refuel zones. The affected radiation monitors responded

properly to a loss of power. Also, an automatic CREV start occurred. During
the time of the event, the safety of the plant, its personnel and the public was
not compromised.

If Unit 2 had been operating at power, the removal of the fuse would have
resulted in the actuation of one channel of the main steam isolation logic which

would have operated one channel of the reactor trip logic. Additionally, the
loss of the reactor zone ventilation system could result in an increasing main
steam tunnel temperature. If the temperature reached 160'F before the
ventilation system could be restored, then a main steam line isolation and
reactor trip would occur.
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TEXT CONTINUATION

FACitlTY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)1 LER NytgER (6) | | PA(iE (3)

| | | |SEQUENTIAt| | REVISION | | | | |
Browns Ferry Unit 2 1 jYEARl | NUPSER l !NUteERl | | | |

10151Md0]Ll610 to 10 |-l 0 ! O I 31-10 ! 0 101310110|3
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

Corrective Actiong

Immediate corrective action was taken to replace the fuse and terminate the ESF
actuation. The reactor and-refuel zone ventilation systems were returned to
service and CREVS placed in standby readiness.

Plant management has reviewed the actions of operations personnel involved with
this event and appropriate personnel corrective actions have been taken. The
operations personnel involved in the event have been disciplined. One
individual received a written warning. A second individual has been relieved of
his operations duties and has been !.ssued a notice of termination.

All operations personnel will be required to review this event.

Revious Similar Event;.g

On November 3,1988 Unit 2 received a reactor scram signal on high water level
in the scram discharge instrument volume. This event was caused by inadequate
review of a clearance request (LER 260/88014).

On July 1, 1988 at 1205 hours and again at 1310 hours, a low reactor water level
signal was received by the reactor protection system. Both events were caused
by draining the sensing lines on a reactor vessel level transmitter and a
reactor pressure transmitter without an adequate clearance. The cause of these
events was personnel error on both the part of person requesting the clearance
and on the part of the ASOS responsible for establishing the clearance (LER
260/88004).

On November 5, 1987 an ESF actuation occurred following the removal of a fuse
under a clearance request. This event was caused by inadequate review of the
drawings referenced on the clearance request (LER 259/87029).

On March 25, 1986 an ESF actuation occurred during the isolation of a portion of
the raw cooling water system for maintenance. The cauce of this event was
attributed to an oversight by operations personnel in the preparation of
clearance boundaries (LER 259/86011).

Commitment

All operations personnel will be required to review this event. This action
will be completed by July 7, 1990.

Energy Industry Identification System EIIS Codes are Identified in the Text
as [EX]
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